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The aim of our Code of Conduct is to encourage harmony and respect amongst everyone who
works here, so we can all enjoy good working practices and together, play a part in ensuring the
ongoing success of the company.
This document provides you with information relevant to your position at the Genius Sports
Group, or one of its subsidiaries, whether you are an employee or a contractor. By adhering
to the guidance outlined within, you will help ensure that we all benefit from a productive,
respectful and safe working environment.
Thanks for your commitment and support.
Best,
Mark

Ethical Decision Making

Speaking Up

The Genius Sports Group operates with the highest
standards of integrity.

If you suspect any unethical or illegal behaviour, please report it immediately. It is only through communication
and investigation of such concerns that we can ensure the safety and wellbeing of our team and the integrity
of the company.
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It is an unlikely situation that a waiver of any provisions of our Code can be
granted. If you believe, however, that a waiver is warranted and permitted
by applicable law, a prior approval from the Board of Directors (for directors
and executive officers) or the Chief Legal Officer (for all other employees) is
required. Any waiver for a director or an executive officer shall be disclosed as
required by SEC, the New York Stock Exchange rules or any other applicable
laws and regulations.
All of us have a critical part to play in helping to uphold these standards.
When making a decision, ask yourself the following:


The action could have
serious consequences.



Does it comply with
Genius policy?





Does it reflect
Genius values and culture?



Don’t do it

Not sure?



Does it respect the rights
of others?



Could this harm
the reputation of
the Genius Sports Group?



We encourage you to ask questions and raise concerns without fear of retaliation. We treat all reports seriously
and investigate them thoroughly.

Check with your local
People Operations
Manager

To report a concern or ask a question
•
•
•
•
•

Talk to your line manager
Talk to your local People Team
Email compliance@geniussport.com
Email the Chief Compliance and Ethics Officer, Cheif People Officer or Chief Risk Officer, or
Use the web-portal or telephone hotline


If you speak up or assist in an investigation you will not suffer any form of victimisation
or retaliation as a result.

The decision to move forward
appears appropriate

We will not hesitate to treat any such retaliation or victimisation (or concerns raised maliciously or in bad faith)
as a disciplinary matter. Such cases will be dealt with accordingly in line with relevant law and policy.
 For more information on how to raise a concern and protections offered to those who do, please see our Whistleblowing Policy.
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This Code applies to all employees, directors and officers, consultants,
advisors, independent contractors and staff of Genius Sports Limited and its
subsidiaries. In short, we must all live up to the ethical standards outlined in
our Code.



It is legal?
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Personal and
Business Integrity

Anti-Bribery and
Financial Crimes

We expect everyone to demonstrate the highest standards of
personal and business integrity when acting on behalf of the
company, or in any circumstance where their actions may reflect
upon the company or its reputation.

Bribery, corruption and any form of financial crime, including
improper payments, money laundering and tax evasion or
the facilitation of tax evasion, are not permitted under any
circumstances. Tax evasion can include under-reporting of income,
claiming non-allowable expenses, issuing invoices for services not
received, backdating documents, deliberately mispricing assets or
helping to move assets/funds knowing that tax will be evaded.
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Always respect and obey the laws, rules and regulations of the
countries we operate in. We expect everyone to demonstrate the
highest levels of integrity.
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Please do not make any exceptions to this commitment – even when
an unlawful act may be motivated by the interests of the company,
a customer, or carried out under the instruction of your line
manager or more senior management.
Not complying may expose the Genius Sports Group, and you
personally, to severe criminal and administrative penalties, as well
as damage the reputation of the company. Breaching certain laws
may result in an unlimited financial penalty, a public record of the
conviction and potential implications for the ability to trade.

We value our partnerships with our customers, suppliers and consumers. We treat our partners in
the same way that we wish to be treated ourselves. We therefore ask you to:
•

Never engage in unfair, deceptive or misleading practices.

•

Always present Genius products and services in an honest and forthright manner.

•

Never offer, promise or provide anything to a customer or supplier in exchange for an inappropriate
advantage for the Company.

If you have any concerns about arrangements suggested by a
customer or supplier, contact compliance@geniussports.com.

Sanctions & Embargoes
As a global company, we need to be careful about where we trade
and who we trade with. It’s our duty to comply with any embargoes
and sanctions which have been imposed on certain countries or
individuals.
For more information, please refer to our ethical dealing policies
available through Arena.

We expect our suppliers to abide by the same high ethical standards as ourselves and ask that you follow the principles in this Code of Conduct when negotiating
all supplier contracts. If you have reason to believe that a customer, supplier or consumer is acting in bad faith, unethically, or in a way that contravenes this Code
of Conduct, make sure you speak up.
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Compliance with Laws & Regulations

Dealing with Customers, Suppliers and Consumers
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Dealing with Competitors Fairly

Gifts and Entertainment

We operate in an industry that cares greatly about the concept of fair play. We are confident in our ability to provide a superior product and
satisfy our customers’ requirements. Beyond that, our business activities across the world are subject to national and supranational laws – including
Antitrust or Unfair Practice laws that are designed to promote free and fair competition.

The sharing of gifts and entertainment among business associates can be an appropriate way to strengthen relationships and good will.
However, this also has the potential to create perceptions where people could feel that business decisions have been influenced inappropriately.
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•

Not mislead;

•

Compare like for like;

•

Be truthful and objective; and

•

Focus on the positive aspects of our own products/services;

•

Not denigrate competitors’ products/services or trademarks.

Conduct that is prohibited under these laws can result in severe direct and indirect damages for the company, and even more severe penalties
for you personally, up to and including imprisonment.

Please therefore ensure you:
•

Use sound judgment and abide by local laws regarding gifts and other benefits

•

Ensure that gifts, entertainment or other personal benefits never influence your decisions or undermine the integrity of business relationships

•

Do not accept gifts or entertainment that are illegal, immoral, or would reflect negatively on the company

•

Never accept cash, cash equivalents, stocks or other securities from anyone you are dealing with in your capacity as a representative
of the company, or in any situation where there may be the appearance of impropriety.

•

We should not offer gifts or entertainment to influence a decision to award a contract or secure a sale.

In case of doubt, consult your line manager or local People Operations Manager (or, if you are not an employee, your main point of contact at the company).
To avoid breaking laws and established best practices of fair play, ensure you always:
•

Communicate our products and services in a manner that is fair, accurate and discloses all relevant information

•

Use only legitimately sourced information to understand business, customers, competitors, business partners, technology trends,
regulatory proposals and developments.

Employees can accept occasional unsolicited personal gifts of nominal value (such as promotional items), and may provide the same to customers and business
partners. Gifts of higher value may be accepted if you have a good reason to believe that refusal would cause offence. However, such high-value gifts should be
passed to your local People Operations Manager for review.

Q: What do you mean by ‘nominal value’?
If you have responsibilities relating to Sales, Bids or Commercial Strategy, you could be in a position to represent Genius in an official capacity.
This means that you are subject to particularly strict standards of Antitrust behaviour.

A: As a rule of thumb, the equivalent value of a meal at a good restaurant. If in doubt, please check with your local People Operations Manager
before giving or receiving anything of value.
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When comparing our products/services with a competitors we should

We are committed to winning business on the merits of our products, services and people. We therefore need to comply with all legal requirements
for giving and receiving gifts and entertainment.
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Money laundering is the process of concealing illicit funds by moving them through legitimate
businesses to hide their criminal origin. We will never knowingly facilitate money laundering and
take steps to prevent inadvertent use of the company’s business activities for such purposes.
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Please ensure you immediately report any suspicious activities or
transactions, such as:
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•

Attempted payments in cash or from an unusual financial source

•

Arrangements that involve the transfer of funds to or from countries or entities
not related to the transaction or customer

•

Unusually complex deals that don’t reflect a real business purpose

•

Attempts to evade record-keeping or reporting requirements.

Conflict of Interest
A conflict of interest can occur when your personal activities, investments or associations
compromise your judgment or ability to act in the best interests of the company. You should avoid
situations that may result in conflicts of interest. Examples could include:
•

Outside interests that would involve you working for, providing services to, or taking up
directorship/appointment with third parties during your engagement with Genius;

•

Having personal financial interests in a supplier or customer’s business; and/or

•

Recruiting a close family member

It is important that you, at all times, act with impartiality, independence and integrity, reject
any business practice which might reasonably be deemed improper, and never use your authority or position for personal gain.
It’s important that you disclose any relationships, associations or activities that could create
actual, potential, or even perceived, conflicts of interest. It is okay to report potential conflicts
that turn out to be negligible – you will never be penalised for wasting time. Particular requirements for notifying us about outside interests that would involve you doing work for, providing
services to, or accepting a directorship or appointment with a third party are set out in our
Outside Interests policy.

Insider Trading
From time to time, you may learn information about the Genius Sports Group, its
associates, clients, business partners or other companies that is not publicly available. It is illegal to use information obtained in this way for personal gain or to share
it with others.



Please ensure you do not:
•

Buy or sell securities based on non-publicly available knowledge gained
in the course of business

•

Provide information or tips, or encourage another person to buy or sell
securities based on inside information.

If you suspect any form of insider trading by anyone at Genius, please email
“compliance@geniussports.com” with the details.
 For more information, please see our Insider Trading Policy.
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Anti-Money Laundering
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We all use social media – at work, at home and on the go. This can take many
forms, including:
•

Official Genius social media accounts (e.g. our company Twitter account)

•

Company-provided social media tools (e.g. the company Slack network)

•

Your own ‘professional’ social media accounts (e.g. your LinkedIn account)

•

Your own ‘personal’ social media accounts (e.g. Facebook or Instagram).
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This is clearly a wide spectrum. At one end, we apply tight control over who has access to our official social media accounts and how they are used.
At the other, your use of personal social media accounts - on your own devices, in your own time - is essentially your own business.
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However, as this distinction might not always be clear, we ask that you always use common sense when engaging with social media. Our advice is
always ‘think before you type’. Remember, inappropriate behaviour online has the potential to damage the company’s reputation. You may not be
representing us officially, but your conduct can still reflect on us.

Ethical Use of Company Assets
Your corporate email and internet access are provided to help you
with your work.
Please ensure that your internet and email are always used in
a responsible and appropriate manner.

Examples of inappropriate use could include:
•

Sending insulting or discriminatory messages or content

•

Signing up for illegal, unreliable, disreputable or suspect websites
and services

•

Registering for a competitors services unless authorised

•

Sending unauthorised marketing content or solicitation emails

•

Viewing, downloading, uploading or signing up for obscene,
disreputable or illegal material

Communicating Effectively
Effective communication is essential to the productivity of Genius Sports. It is the basis for effective decision making, good management and directing
our efforts efficiently. When things go wrong, invariably it’s because of poor communication.
At Genius, you will work with people from a diverse range of backgrounds, experience levels and specialisms, which may differ significantly from your own
and will certainly have an impact on their understanding and interpretation of the information you are conveying either verbally or in writing.

•

When using a social media account where you can be identified as an employee of Genius (such as Slack, LinkedIn or even Facebook)
always act professionally and responsibly, especially if it takes place during working hours and/or on a work-issued device.

•

Please do not reveal confidential information via social media, such as details of upcoming marketing campaigns, mergers and acquisitions,
casual references to your work, or thoughts on your colleagues or company performance. Information about the Genius Sports Group
should only become public via the company’s official communication channels.

When communicating, always try to:
•

Be precise and avoid ambiguity

You may not set up a social media account in the company’s name or that is in any way associated with the company without express
permission to do so.

•

Seek clarity if you don’t understand

•

Consider the knowledge and experience of the person you are communicating with

•

Challenge misinterpretation or false assumptions

•

Be considerate to colleagues who may not share your native language.

•

 More information can be found in our Social Media Policy
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Use of Social Media
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Understand Your Commitments,
both Legal and to the Company
Data is the lifeblood of any organisation and this is especially true at the Genius
Sports Group. Letters, emails, spreadsheets, Slack messages – these are all forms
of company data.
It is your responsibility to fully understand the specific requirements
of your role and the area of the business that you work in. In general,
these commitments will fall into three categories:
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Data & Information Security
Handling Data
We deal with large amounts of data, both physical and digital, on a daily basis. We’re all responsible for ensuring that this data is used in the right
way, is secure and relevant. Each of the different teams within Genius will have their own unique roles and responsibilities when it comes to data,
but there are a number of key principles that apply to us all equally.

Data Retention not only defines the minimum period for which you must keep the
data, but in some cases also defines the maximum allowed period before the data
must be deleted. Different types of data have different retention requirements.
These requirements can be in place for operational reasons,
or because they are a legal requirement.

Data Integrity
Inaccurate data can cause huge problems for a business. Whether it is inaccurate meeting minutes or incorrect figures in a financial report, the impact can be
massive. It is your responsibility to ensure that the data you are working with can
be trusted.
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Data Retention
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Legal Holds

Personal Data

There may be occasions where records are placed on ‘legal hold’. This means that the company, and you as an employee of the company, have an explicit
obligation under the law to keep a particular document safe. Records under legal hold cannot be deleted or modified in any way. The above relates
to all business records, which is defined as any document (digital or physical) that relates to a business dealing.

As the name suggests, personal information, otherwise known as “PII”
(Personally Identifiable Information) encompasses any information that relates
to an identifiable individual. This might be an employee, customer, supplier,
competitor or any other person whose date we collect.

Understand the Sensitivity of the Data That You Work With

PII is a subset of confidential information and needs to be treated securely.
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Examples include:
•

Name

•

Email Address

•

Social Security or National Insurance Numbers

Be Truthful, Transparent and Accountable

•

Home Address

•

Photographs

We must follow our system of internal controls and all applicable requirements when recording and disclosing information. Dishonest reporting of records
is prohibited. We are responsible for our regulatory an other public disclosures to be accurate, complete, fair and to be submitted in a timely manner.

•

Device IDs

Examples of dishonest reporting include:
•

Submitting a claim for business expenses not actually incurred, or misrepresenting the nature of such expenses

•

Providing inaccurate or incomplete information to management, as well as internal or external auditors

•

Making false or misleading statements in financial reports, environmental reports, import/export documentation,
or other documents submitted to or maintained for government agencies.

 You should never destroy business records in response to, or in anticipation of, an investigation or audit.
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Much of the data that you work with will be classed as sensitive to some degree. By default, information should not be distributed outside
of the organisation (unless you are specifically authorised to do so), and some information is also restricted to a specific team or set of people
within the company. It is very important to maintain an awareness of the audience to which the data is being shared with, and take steps to ensure
the confidentiality of any data that you encounter.
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“The biggest change to data protection law
for a generation”
Elizabeth Denham, the Information Commission
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The EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) came into effect throughout
the European Union in May 2018. The GDPR gives individuals stronger rights
when it comes to data protection; people have more control over how their
data is used, shared and stored and requires organisations like us to be more
accountable and transparent about how we use it.
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Our Data Protection Policy is designed to demonstrate how we, as a business,
process personal data and to make you aware of your data protection obligations.
There has been quite a lot of focus on the consequences of getting data
protection compliance wrong, with headlines around hefty fines levied on
organisations and inevitable destruction of customer trust. Good data handling
practices are crucial and will enable us to nurture our relationship with our
customers and suppliers that we value so much.
We all can take practical steps to get data protection compliance right at Genius
Sports, so we encourage you to take compliance seriously and consult the Data
Protection Policy regularly.

Information Security
In today’s digital age, the security of the information companies process is paramount. Scan the news and you will see a spate of highly
publicised data breaches which in some cases have compromised the security of individuals and always causes huge reputational damage to
the companies concerned. Gone are the days when we can simply lock sensitive documents in a drawer (though we should certainly do that),
most information is now digital and highly distributed. Ensuring its security is a significant undertaking.
Our Information Security Policy outlines the commitment of management to ensuring we adopt modern information security practices in
everything
we do.
Our Acceptable Use Policy states how all company computer devices, networks, and other electronic information systems can be used.
Important requirements from this policy are provided as follows:
•
•

You are responsible for the security of the company’s data, accounts, and systems under your control.
You must promptly report any loss or theft of computers, phones or electronic devices that the company has issued you.

Company Information Security Awareness Training
It’s a scary world! The means by which cyber criminals deploy technology and social engineering tactics to disrupt businesses and steal information
is ever more sophisticated. To reflect our commitment to keeping our Geniuses up-to-date, you will have been provided with an account for an
information security awareness tool.
This comprises a range of learning modules that will give you the information you need to not only operate safely at work, but in your
private life too!
It is essential that you complete and maintain familiarity with these modules.
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GDPR & Data Protection
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Confidential Waste
Physical prints containing sensitive information must be securely disposed
of as soon as they are no longer required. Please use the confidential waste
bins or shredding machines provided. Paper or computer print-outs containing
confidential information should not be used for “scrap” or disposed of in
ordinary waste paper bins.

Cyber-Threats

Personal Devices
If you access the Company’s data, systems and accounts from non- company
controlled personal devices such as phones, tablets & computers, then you are
required to enroll in our BYOD Policy.
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•

Contain at least 10 characters

•

Contain both uppercase and lower case letters, a numerical character and a special character

•

Are never a ‘system default’ password

•

Are unique to the account and not shared with any colleagues

•

Are updated on at least a bi-annual basis

Further guidance is available in the Acceptable Use Policy and Password Policy.
The above illustrates some of the
main cyber-threats. More information
is available via the company information security awareness training
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Good passwords:
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The world of cyber-security is a world of playing catchup. Cyber criminals come up with inventive new ways to compromise our
systems and we respond with inventive new ways to protect ourselves.
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Consequently we can never make the assumption our systems are 100% secure, and we all make human errors. Sometimes an
infection will occur despite our best efforts. As such, it helps to be mindful of the watch-signs of infection:
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•

People you know report receiving spam from your email address

•

New icons unexpectedly appear on your desktop or in your web browser

•

Pop-ups appear or programs start running without your command

•

Messages inform you a program is trying to access the internet without your command

•

Your computer is unusually slow or crashes at random intervals

Reporting Actual or Suspected Breaches
If you suspect that any sensitive information, systems or accounts have been compromised it is essential that you contact the
Information Security Group with the details immediately so we may contain the threat and limit the potential harm.
If the breach was down to an error on your part then don’t worry, we all make mistakes. You are far less likely to be reprimanded
for a breach that you report immediately in good faith, than for one you were fearful to report.

Contact the Information Security Group via Slack #help-security-issue.

Building Access
Entrance to Genius Sports Group offices is physically secured through digital access cards.
Through a combination of the guidance outlined in this code, and the quality of judgement that is innate to all Geniuses, we are at all times considerate of the safety of our colleagues and the security of our information and assets. The same cannot be said of a person who walks in off the street.
Any unauthorised access to our buildings can significantly compromise the safety and security of our
operations.
As such, please:
•

Treat your digital access card with the same respect as you would the keys to your home

•

Do not grant access to strangers who do not have a visitors badge, tell them to report to Reception and guide them there

•

Notify your local Office Manager immediately if your digital access card is lost or stolen (even if you are Out of Office)

•

Please watch out for tailgating and ensure the doors are fully closed behind you

•

Do not keep your access card with business cards or other forms of branded or business materials

•

Try to avoid keeping your card with other cards in your wallet as proximity cards can become demagnetised

•

Do not prop doors open in any circumstances

•

Do not allow food (or other) deliveries into the working areas; please meet drivers at the front door
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Watch Out for Signs of Infection
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Working Together

Equal Opportunities
We are committed to promoting equal opportunities and avoiding discrimination. We expect all geniuses to treat each other with respect. We do not
tolerate discrimination on the basis of race, colour, nationality, ethnic or national origin, age, sex, sexual orientation, disability, religion or belief, marital status
or any other class protected by applicable law.

How We Treat Each Other
We are all entitled to work in a safe environment that is free of bullying, harassment or discrimination. We expect all of our geniuses
to treat colleagues, clients, business partners and other stakeholders with dignity and respect at all times.
We do not tolerate bullying, harassment or discrimination. Any such behaviour is not acceptable, whether it takes place in the office,
on a business trip, or at a work-related event, and may result in action being taken against you (potentially up to and including the
termination of your engagement) as appropriate in line with applicable law.

We expect this to apply across all aspects of the working relationship (e.g. pay and conditions, training opportunities, conduct, termination etc). We may
also monitor workforce composition to ensure equality of opportunity at all levels of the organisation.
In particular, we promote equal opportunities in our hiring and promotion practices. Decisions should be made on the basis of merit, candidates’
performance against objective criteria that avoid discrimination, and eligibility for the role in question, in line with applicable local law.
Our People Operations and Talent team are on hand to provide further guidance and training in this area. For more information, e.g. if you are a manager
looking to hire or promote, please liaise with your local representative for more detail on applicable local requirements and best practice.

Bullying and harassment
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•

physical violence;

•

intimidation/threats;

•

unwelcome gestures or physical contact;

•

yelling at/humiliating someone;

•

offensive or derogatory jokes or comments (whether explicit or
by innuendo);

•

unwanted sexual advances, invitations or comments; and/or

•

the display of offensive, derogatory or sexually explicit
pictures/material.



It’s important to recognise that, in the course
of our work, staff should expect to be given
reasonable instructions on what to do and
how to behave, along with legitimate, reasonable and constructive feedback on their
performance or conduct as necessary from
time to time. This should never cross the line
into bullying and harassment. If you have any
questions in this regard, please contact the
People Operations team.

If you believe you are being bullied, harassed or discriminated against, or
witness such behaviour against a colleague, consider whether you feel able to
raise it informally with the person responsible, explaining to them clearly that
their behaviour is not appropriate and how it has made you feel.
If you do not feel comfortable doing this, or the matter is serious or persistent,
please speak to your line manager/People Operations team (or, if you are not
an employee, to your main point of contact at the company), and they can
provide confidential advice and deal with the situation as necessary.
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Speaking up
Bullying and harassment typically involves unwanted behaviour that violates someone’s dignity or creates a threatening,
degrading, humiliating and/or offensive environment for them. This can include things like:
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All staff and associates are expected to:
•

Follow all safety rules and practices

•

Cooperate with officials who enforce these rules and practice;

•

Take necessary steps to protect themselves and those around them

•

Attend required safety training

•

Report all accidents, injuries and unsafe practices or conditions immediately.



In order to enhance workplace security, you should be familiar with and follow
any work safety information and training provided to you.
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For more information, please see our Workplace Health & Safety Policy
Statement.
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Clear Desk
We want you to feel at home when you’re at work and personal effects are positively encouraged! However, we ask that you exercise
good judgement in ensuring your desks are free of any clutter.

This includes:
•

Sensitive, restricted or confidential information in hardcopy form, which should be kept in a secure place at the end of the day,
or when you are away from your desk for extended periods of time

•

Food items or food waste. These should be stored, disposed of or recycled as soon as you have finished eating

•

Unused, clean crockery and cutlery that can be used by someone else if returned to the kitchen

•

High-value personal effects such as cash, bank cards or personal electronic devices

•

IT equipment that you don’t need. This should be returned to Technical Services so it can be used by someone else.

Please also note that whiteboards containing restricted and/or sensitive information should be erased (or reset/cleared if electronic)
at the endof each meeting.
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Health & Safety
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Environment & Sustainability
The Genius Sports Group is committed to operating in an environmentally responsible manner, from the provision of products and
services, to the operation of its offices and facilities, selection of suppliers and other business activities. We comply with all applicable
environmental laws and regulations, as well as self-directed commitments to sustainable practices and environmental protection.
Please play your part in ensuring the company keeps our carbon footprint to a minimum.
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Ask yourself:
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•

Can this item be recycled? Please check your local office facilities, but at a minimum we can accept paper, plastics,
food containers, batteries, old clothes and bottle caps.

•

Does this document really need to be printed?

•

Have I considered alternative to air travel, such as taking the train or doing a video conference?

Modern Slavery
We are committed to ensuring that there is no modern slavery or human trafficking in our supply chains or in any part of our business.
We act ethically and with integrity in all our business relationships and are committed to implementing and enforcing effective systems
and controls to ensure slavery and human trafficking does not happen at any stage within our operation. Given the nature of our
business, we consider the risk of modern slavery being present in our supply chain as low.
Even so, if you have a suspicion that any of our suppliers are engaging in unethical employment practices, please email speakup@
geniussports.com with the details.



Please see our Environmental & Waste Management Policy.

We will only make charitable contributions to causes
and organisations that are not politically affiliated. If you wish to suggest
a charitable contribution on the behalf of the company, please check
with your local Office Manager.

Political Contributions
We do not make political contributions. You are free to support any political party
or entity on a personal level. However, this must be kept separate from company
business.
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Our place in the world

Charitable Contributions
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This Code of Conduct sets out some key expectations, and it is important that you familiarise yourself with it, and comply with it along
with any associated policies. Even so, it is not exhaustive, and it does
not form part of your terms and conditions of engagement.
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We therefore ask that you always act in accordance with the Code, direct others to do so, report any breach (whether by yourself or
others) to us via the appropriate channels, and cooperate with us generally in this regard (e.g. in the course of any investigation).
Please email policy@geniussports.com if you have any queries about the Code.
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Any breach of the Code of Conduct, or other applicable law/policy,
could have serious consequences, including damage to our business
or loss of faith by our customers. It may also result in action being
taken against you (potentially up to and including the termination of
your engagement) where appropriate and in line with applicable law.
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